
SECTOR OVERVIEW - 
ACCESS TO FINANCE

Élan RDC supports the development of pro-poor market systems by working primarily through private actors.  

In the Access to Finance Sector, the programme worked on testing new ideas that would push financial service
providers to adapt their products and services in a way that would ultimately benefit the end customer and
increase financial inclusion. 

Before Élan RDC started activities, the Financial Sector penetration rate was around 7.8%. Only banks and MFIs
offered accounts and other formal financial services. The informal market largely dominated and there was a
strong lack of trust among operators with limited innovation. 

None of the 18 banks present in the market were offering Digital Financial Services, and very few had products
and services dedicated to people at the bottom of the pyramid. Rural areas were particularly neglected. Also,
microfinance institutions were perceived as weak, due to multiple bankruptcies among them. Lending to MSMEs
was very scarce, and some sectors had very limited access to finance. 

On the other hand, Mobile Money operators had only just started operations and were deploying their services
without any collaboration nor concertation with the sector. This resulted in a very fragmented offer. 
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Context 

Strategy 

Élan RDC raised the sector’s awareness around the need for consultation and played the role of both
a facilitator and an innovation accelerator. 

Élan RDC aimed to trigger positive change in various areas: regulation, lobby and mediation among
actors, Investment facilitation, risk-sharing mechanisms and insurance, capacity building, digital
financial services and the digital ecosystem. 

This was carried out by executing the following activities: 

Analysing the barriers to higher financial inclusion in the market. 
Making the case for an increased offer in terms of alternative delivery channels to reach the unbanked
(through branchless banking and digital financial services) and supporting the expansion of those
channels outside main cities. 
Pioneering the development of an innovative digital savings and loans products. 
Testing new solutions for the interoperability of digital payments, and supporting the creation of
inclusive solutions (through USSD for people with feature phones).  
Creating risk-sharing mechanisms (credit guarantee funds, collateral management agreements) to
incentivize Financial Institutions to lend to MSMEs (especially in underserved sectors such as the
Agricultural Value chain, including in the context of the pandemic). 
Delivering training to financial services providers, including an emergency crisis management package
to financial institutions (training on credit risk and liquidity risk management).  

On the supply side, testing or making the case for products/services with a high financial inclusion
potential thru:  
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On the enabling environment and regulatory side, supporting cross-sectoral consultation and
dialogue and making the case for more conducive regulation by: 

Launching the Digital Credit and Savings Working Group (DCSWG), a unique consultation and
reflection platform, promoting dialogue among stakeholders across sectors (Financial Sector, Mobile
Money Operators, Fintechs, & Regulators across sectors) and offering a common front for lobbying.  
Working hand in hand with the Central Bank on the regulation on leasing, as well as pushing dialogue
on issues related to identification and KYC regulations 
Supporting the nascent Private Insurance sector in creating their association and making the case for
Microinsurance products to carter to the needs of the poor.   
Highlighting the lack of investment sources available to MSME’s in DRC to DFI’s and donors and
lobbying for the creation of investment facilitation services in DRC as a way to increase funding and
by extension job creation. 
Supporting the professionalisation of incubation and funding to start-up entrepreneurs. 
Improving the visibility of BDS providers by the creation of an online platform (congoBizup.com)
Developing and providing basic entrepreneurship training material, including through sms messages

On the demand side (end users), analysing end customer’s profiles and needs through market
analysis, and fostering financial/digital education such as: 

implementing deep-dive market surveys and disseminating results. 
Deploying awareness and financial literacy initiatives to educate customers on the use of Digital
Financial Services. 
Analysing the impact of the pandemic on MSMEs and Households, and disseminating results for
better decision making by local authorities. 

Through the Access to Finance work, the financial sector has become more open to collaborations, more
inclusive in terms of product range, and more innovative in terms of delivery channels.  

Results 

Below are some core evolutions: 

The spread of formal, affordable financial services has allowed the rate of financial inclusion to grow to
more than 20% today. Digital Financial Services (DFS) are playing a key role in the acceleration of financial
inclusion, and innovative products, resulting from bilateral collaborations. 
Financial services providers, which used to work in silos, have learnt the benefits of collaborating at
least bilaterally and sometimes even at sector level. Several successful Digital Financial Services are the
result of the collaboration between stakeholders from Élan RDC’s DCSWG. Financial Services Providers have
indicated their interest in continuing the DCSWG’s work, and Élan RDC is handing over the coordination
work to FPM. 
Finca has launched the first ever microinsurance product on the market, in collaboration with Rawsur, and
several insurance companies are in discussion with FIs for similar collaborations. 
Two leading banks, TMB and Equity bank have adopted the CMA principles, included it into their lending
activities and reinforced their offer to the agricultural sector. 
The need for more flexible credit guarantee initiative has gained traction. PEJAB (AfDB guarantee initiative
for the agricultural sector) will create a mechanism similar to the one Élan RDC deployed as a COVID-19
response. The government has announced the launch of FOGEC (local guarantee initiative for MSMEs in all
sectors). Thanks to the Élan RDC/FPM joint pilot credit guarantee initiative with Finca, FPM has been able to
position itself as a key actor when it comes to Credit Guarantee Funds, and is likely to attract funds from
various donors in the creation of a wide Credit Guarantee Fund initiative. Also, a dialogue is happening
among donors for a possible joint Credit Guarantee Fund in DRC. 
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Two Fintechs specialising in digital payment aggregation were selected based on their
experience in the Congolese market and were supported to expand their payment
solution beyond their existing niche. Upgrading their payment solution with
interoperability and with a USSD option was the focus. Élan RDC also supported
the recruitment and deployment of a well-trained salesforce. Finally, a nation-wide
communication and awareness campaign on digital payments was rolled out.  

Case Study: Making digital payments more inclusive
by creating interoperable digital payment options
and raising customer awareness of those payment
options  

Key Activities / Background  

Digital payment solutions existed in the market but are not interoperable,
and mostly available only to smartphone users. COVID-19 created a
momentum, with cash having high contamination risks.  
Élan RDC supported with the recruitment of skilled staff and managers to
help the partners redefine their business model for a more inclusive scope
and marketing. A digital communication campaign supported in creating
awareness among low-income customers.  

Key Takeaways  

It is the first time in DRC that a digital payment option is interoperable with
more than two operators (5 so far) and available through USSD.  
The interoperability option was not easy to develop as the Central Bank’s
national switch project is on hold. The aggregators had to negotiate
bilaterally and implement technical integrations with each provider, which
took considerable time.  
Concrete results from the pilot forced the Central Bank and ARPTC to react
on the regulatory hurdles. 
Because they are able to aggregate payments across operators, our partners
Infoset and Maxicash are perceived as potential threats to individual FSPs’
market share. They have been faster than banks and MMOs on
interoperability.  

Next Steps  

Acquiring a much wider network of merchants in places where customers can
pay with digital payment options. 
Intensifying Digital Ambassador’s field activities to educate merchants and
clients.  
Sharing lessons learnt with the market, in Kinshasa and other regions. 

Now that the technical set up is done and that USSD options (which are more
inclusive) are being enabled, the remaining next steps are:  
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Lessons learnt 

In general, the unstable political environment has remained among the most important
risk factors holding back market systems change. Specific to work with digital financial
services and SME finance, we’ve noted a few lessons learned below. 

Digital Financial Services 

Regulation (or lack thereof) and compliance restrictions on MNOs launching financial products, and the lack of a
standard identification document limits access to financial services for the rural population.  
Stakeholder internal capacity limitations was not the only limitation on the deployment of an appropriate suite of
digital financial services. The lack of interoperability is a real hurdle as well for the outreach. 
Limited involvement of the regulatory authority and the lack of a strategic plan to enforce digital finance as financial
inclusion tool across the country has diluted the impact of the private sector initiatives. 

The spread and adoption of innovations in the financial sector takes time due to several factors: 

Ways to mitigate those hurdles is to keep close to the regulators and lobbying for clarifications and waivers while they
are still working on regulation. This included pushing them to allow indirect interoperability through aggregators
supported by Élan RDC. 

Consumer education is also critical to successful rollout of digital financial products and services and their widespread
adoption by the poor. We mitigated this by organising several activities (including communication and awareness
campaign) during the programme.  

SME finance and investment facilitation 

The need for risk-sharing mechanisms, especially for the Agricultural sector and Renewable Energy, is tremendous, and
pilots done in this direction have been fruitful. For the Agricultural sector, opportunities lie in applying CMA to other
products such as coffee and minerals. Flexible Credit Guarantee Fund should also be extended to small scale agriculture
and to Renewable energy SMEs.  

As with digital financial services, it is important to keep close to regulators. Regulation takes longer than planned to
adjust and this leads to significant delays. Regulatory reforms are urgently needed for some sectors to develop (leasing,
insurance, digital payments). Élan RDC has made a lot of lobbying, alone or in collaboration with other actors (ESSOR, IFC,
GSMA). It was successful where Élan RDC was able to share a sense of urgency and signal the opportunity cost of
preventing actors from deploying useful solution for increased financial inclusion. 

Investment facilitation requires being on the ground, identifying a pipeline of SMEs, some of which might not immediately
correspond to investor’s criteria, but which could be supported to formalise and structure internally to get investment
ready. Also, because there has been so little investment activity, knowledge within the donor and DFI community of the
needs of SME’s is low. This slows down actions. 

There is a serious lack of BDS supply in the DRC. This will form a stumbling block for MSME's that seek help in
professionalising themselves and to successfully apply for financing. the hesitance in the market to pay for these services
is a key hurdle. 
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Regarding lack of trust: MNOs and banks have understood the importance of educating prospective
customers and building their confidence in digital finance services. MNOs have seen the success of the 2015
educational campaign for mobile money and both banks and MNOs plan to work collaboratively on future
public education campaigns. Banks have sponsored financial education IVR messages to be available to the 15
million Vodacom users free through the Viamo 155 platform. This made financial education available at wide
scale to consumers.  
On the lack of products designed for lower-income customers: The first integration of an MNO (Vodacom's M-
Pesa) and a financial institution (FINCA) has been completed, allowing financial services such as savings and
loans through mobile phones. This was launched at the end of 2019. Other MNOs and banks are already
showing interest in replicating the move. This will allow millions of unbanked people to access financial
services.  
On dysfunctional agent networks: Mobile money stakeholders are now collaborating to improve the quality of
their networks and the liquidity and profitability of their agents. This also allows them to expand into rural
areas, based on a successful implementation of an agent network with Finca in rural areas. The collaborative
mindset between stakeholders and the focus on agent network quality are now more common in the industry. 

An early scoping study conducted by Altai had identified the following constraints to expand access to mobile money to
poor men and women customers, particularly in rural areas: (1) lack of confidence in mobile money, (2) lack of
appropriate products and services to serve consumers’ needs and (3) dysfunctional agent networks. The programme
first set to solve these issues with MNOs but soon realized how important it was for banks to join the sector in order to
provide financial services beyond money transfer.  

Élan RDC supported MNOs and banks in improving their Agent Networks. It first supported the design of a training
curriculum for Orange Money agents. It then piloted rural agent networks with FINCA in Kongo Central and Katanga to
prove they could be profitable. It finally brought all stakeholders together to assess the quality of agent networks. A study
by Mobile Money consulting company MICROSAVE provided recommendations to stakeholders on ways to effectively,
efficiently and sustainably develop their networks.  

CONSUMER FINANCIAL NEEDS & BEHAVIOUR ASSESSMENT IN DRC

1 MNO / Bank integration (Lona O Defa), and Agent networks 

Key Issues 

The Role of Élan RDC 

Results 

Nearly half a million people were reached by Élan RDC’s branchless banking interventions, of
which 260,000 increased their income through saving and loans, digital finance or improved
financial literacy. 

Partners 

FINCA, VODACASH, All Mobile Money operators in DRC (Vodacash, Airtel Money, Orange Money) 

Links 
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Lack of interoperability among players results in low incentives for customers to switch from their cash payment to
digital payments, therefor hampering financial inclusion. Without interoperability, it is impossible to develop a digital
ecosystem, and without a digital ecosystem, it is not possible to extend financial services to regions beyond those where
Financial Services Providers have a physical presence. This is therefore a key impediment to Financial Inclusion. 
 
In DRC, there was also tremendous lack of trust, resulting in a very low level of collaboration among actors in the digital
financial services space (Mobile Network Operators, Mobile Money Operators, Financial Institutions, Regulatory Bodies,
Fintech operators, Donors). This was partly due to the strong competition among actors, as well as wariness about
sharing strategic information with others, and a lack of understanding of the possible synergies and the way those could
positively impact everyone’s market share. 
 
These both led to a weak digital ecosystem offering limited services, limited interoperable digital payments possibilities,
and lack of consumer understanding of how to use digital payment. Digital payments were perceived as cumbersome
and expensive, therefore not attractive. 

Élan RDC played the role of neutral facilitator and coordinator in creating the Digital Credit and Savings Working Group
(DCSWG), by inviting actors, brainstorming with them on the topics on which they all had bottlenecks preventing them
from supporting the market better, then coordinating discussions around those topics and presentations from the
relevant experts (regulators, service providers for example) over a period of 16 months.  
 
Also, two Congolese Fintechs (Infoset and Maxicash) specialising in digital payments aggregation were selected and
supported to expand their payment solution beyond their existing niche. Élan RDC also supported them in the
recruitment and deployment of skilled staff to redefine their business model. Finally, a digital communication campaign
supported them in creating awareness among low-income customers. 

Industry collaboration 

Key Issues 

The Role of Élan RDC 

2

Élan RDC gathered around 150 participants from 60 organisations and invited them to form the DCSNG. This
helped fill a gap and led to creating awareness about possible synergies. Some of the key topics discussed were
the lack of interoperability (partly due to a regulatory issue) and the challenge of lack of a unique identification
system in DRC that can allow wide scale KYC. This paved the way to more lobbying by stakeholders with the
regulator. Subsequently, the pandemic was a positive trigger leading the regulator to issue new rules to allow
interoperability initiatives and to expand the list of documents to be accepted as identification document for
KYC. The fact that the regulator issued temporary measures was not a direct result of Élan RDC’s work, but it
should be noted that Élan RDC’s lobbying helped convince the Central Bank to extend the measures for another
year. 
In addition, with financial and lobby support from Élan RDC, Infoset and Maxicash upgraded their payment
solution with interoperability and USSD options, allowing them to offer their services to clients without
smartphones and across mobile money wallets. As at 17/04/2021, there is still a regulatory issue under
discussion with the Central bank, and Élan RDC is planning a workshop with the Central Bank and GSMA for
experience sharing (from GSMA) on how this was solved in other countries. The aggregators also received a
temporary waiver which should help them expand their solution wider. 
In parallel, the digital communication campaign aiming at raising awareness among the population about the
importance of using digital payments instead of cash (to reduce contamination risk) reached more than 300,000
people.  

Results 

Partners 

Infoset and Maxicash, FPM,  BCC, banks and MMOs on the communication campaign. 
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Links 

The availability of financial products for micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) in the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC) is currently limited to short-term, working capital products. MSMEs find it difficult to finance themselves
through local credit institutions as many of them lack collateral. Leasing as a financial instrument has the potential to
enable MSMEs that do not have solid guarantees to finance their investment needs. Unfortunately, the use of leasing
products faced a number of hurdles in DRC and as a result above mentioned MSME’s were unable to acquire new assets
and grow. 

Key Issues 

From 2016 to 2018, ÉLAN RDC worked with two local financial institutions to launch their first leasing products. Before
commencing product development, ÉLAN RDC commissioned (jointly with a Congolese bank) a market study that
assessed the viability of leasing in the Congolese legal, fiscal and regulatory environment, identified the type of legal
structure that would be most suitable for marketing leasing products, identified the potential markets/niches for which
leasing is an attractive product, and identified equipment and property (movable and immovable) with a strong
development potential for leasing and an assessment of the complexity of implementation by product. 
 
The study estimated that the potential for the total lease portfolio would amount to USD 659 million by 2020. This
potential excluded micro-leasing, which, considering the predominance of micro-enterprises and the informal sector,
could represent up to 15 to 20% of identified volumes. 
 
During a forum organised in October 2018 by ÉLAN RDC and IFC with stakeholders interested in the development of
leasing, practical solutions and a roadmap were jointly designed. This later led to a draft amendment to the leasing law
that tackles fiscal issues, shared with the Central Bank to initiate the process of amending the law with the Ministry of
Finance.  

The Role of Élan RDC 

Results 

Links 

Digital Credit and Savings Working Group : Digital Solutions for Monetary Assistance in the DRC 
ÉLAN RDC et sa campagne pour le paiement mobile en RDC
Les perspectives du crédit numérique en RDC (summary French) 
Les perspectives du crédit numérique en RDC Rapport complet (French only) 

Leasing 3

Proposal for amendment of the leasing law handed over to the Central Bank and currently followed up by
IFC. 
Élan RDC supported two major banks (Rawbank and Equity Bank) and a dedicated leasing company in
developing leasing products that are relevant for the DRC market. All 3 are essentially ready and it is only a
question of time before they launch their leasing products in the market. 

Partners 

IFC, Equity Bank, Rawbank, Banque Centrale du Congo, Ministry of Finance 

The Challenges and Opportunities for Leasing and Insurance in the DRC
Etude pour le développement d'un produit Crédit-bail en RDC
GUIDE COMPTABLE ET FISCAL APPLICABLE AUX OPERATIONS DE CREDIT-BAIL EN RDC 
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https://www.elanrdc.com/s/GuideComptableFiscalLeasingRDCVersionRevisCe.pdf


The liberalisation of the insurance sector in 2015, and later the creation of ARCA (national insurance regulatory authority)
brought opportunities to the Congolese insurance market. Up to 2019, MSME owners and individuals in DRC had limited
access to protection mechanisms against the many risks affecting their lives such as accidents, health care and climate
risks for agriculture. From 2019 on, private insurance companies were allowed to enter the market and offer their
services. Élan RDC assisted them in understanding the market and seeing the market opportunities for products
targeting the low-income segment. 

Insurance 

Key Issues 

4

As development insurance markets have demonstrated, market players tend to focus on big commercial and industrial
risks. Élan RDC took the initiative to positively influence the regulatory agenda and behaviour of market players to have
an inclusive insurance market from the start. In this framework, Élan RDC conducted an insurance market diagnostic and
a follow-up study on a feasibility research for micro-insurance that contains the first micro-insurance product prototypes
that are adapted to the needs of Congolese market.   
 

The Role of Élan RDC 

The study has provided prototype products in the area of health micro-insurance, credit-life insurance, life
insurance and agriculture index insurance.  
Further to this, Élan RDC arranged TA (paid by FINCA) with the same experts who worked on the sector level
study to further fine-tune the products and adapt them to FINCA’s client needs. In 2020, Finca signed a
partnership agreement with Rawsur, launching the very first micro-insurance products in the market. This
product covers the risk of death for microentrepreneurs (FINCA clients), and thereby allows FINCA to mitigate
this risk. 

Results 

Partners 

The Challenges and Opportunities for Leasing and Insurance in the DRC 
Assurance inclusive en RDC : évaluation de la demande, de l’offre, de l’environnement réglementaire et
recommandations pour le développement du secteur  
Humanitarian cash transfers by Mobile Money: towards the financial inclusion of Burundian refugees in South Kivu,
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) 

Links 
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https://www.elanrdc.com/s/Leasing-Insurance-challenges-DRC.pdf
https://www.elanrdc.com/s/Leasing-Insurance-challenges-DRC.pdf
https://www.elanrdc.com/s/Assurance-inclusive.pdf
https://www.elanrdc.com/s/Assurance-inclusive.pdf
https://www.elanrdc.com/s/82b-Q1-Mulongwe-Case-Study_EN.pdf
https://www.elanrdc.com/s/82b-Q1-Mulongwe-Case-Study_EN.pdf


Élan RDC wished to better understand the inclusive housing finance market in DRC as a first step toward implementing a
housing microfinance technical assistance project with at least one financial institution in DRC. Habitat for Humanity was
recruited to perform this work via the Terwilliger Center for Innovation in Shelter (TCIS) and the Affordable Housing
Institute (AHI). TCIS held a forum and shared information about housing microfinance and performed the evaluation of
the readiness of 2 institutions to develop a housing microfinance loan product prototype. The objective was to
determine the strategic, management, sales and financial readiness of each institution to develop and pilot a Housing
Microfinance product and sharing the best practices with all in order to disseminate the knowledge to all stakeholders. 
 Habitat conducted the value chain analysis which was used by TCIS during the forum. 
 
 

The housing finance market is severely underdeveloped, and virtually non-existent for the lower end of the market.  

Housing finance 

Key Issues 

The Role of Élan RDC 

Equity Bank has shown interest in developing an incremental real estate loan product that will allow poorer
households that do not have collateral to incrementally build their house. 

Results 

Partners 

Democratic Republic of the Congo: Analysis of the Housing Construction Value Chain (English executive summary)  
Democratic Republic of the Congo: Analysis of the Housing Construction Value Chain (French report) 

Links 
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After a regional and sector business services needs assessment was done and preferred providers were identified, Élan
RDC identified a few focus areas to directly address. The different workstreams included designing an entrepreneurial
resource website, a toll-free voice message training on basic management skills and the design of new training tools
aimed at MSMEs with local training companies, tested in a bootcamp series for Élan RDC partners  
 

Many businesses in DRC struggle with a lack of skills, knowledge, tools as well as financing in order to succeed. Élan RDC
had been working with its partners to address these gaps, either directly through the support of intervention leads or
indirectly through service providers. However, as the programme advanced, concerns were raised at the availability and
affordability of local business development support that could help Élan RDC partners sustain and expand their activities. 

Entrepreneurship development 

Key Issues 

The Role of Élan RDC 

6

21 Élan RDC partners across DRC were trained in the basics of "running a successful business”. These were
partners that Élan RDC felt were vulnerable to sustain their operations after Élan RDC closure, among others
Biso na Bino, Bascons, e-Mart, Mwinda eco energie, Ceprosem (in Kinshasa) and Bon Berger, Ferme Mimosa,
Mulagricom, Halt Bank and Kamano Seed (in Katanga). Unfortunately, the training was not held in the Kivus due
to security constraints at the time. 
Training material, based on the “Start and Improve Your Business” modules of ILO and adapted with examples
that are relevant in the DRC context are available to providers for use in further trainings on the Élan RDC
website. 
A 30 message “how to set up and run your business” training/explanation is available to all DRC Vodacom
subscribers free of charge for the first 10 calls per month – in 5 local languages, through short code 42502. 
A platform was created (www.congobizup.com) to provide information on business service providers in DRC and
to facilitate interaction between them and entrepreneurs. 

Results 

Partners 

Media Congo, Viamo, Umoja 

Training materials: 
PROGRAMME CREEZ ET GEREZ MIEUX VOTRE ENTREPRISE (GERME) DANS SON MODULE : ACHAT & CONTROLE DE STOCK

Voice message shortcode (Vodacom): 42502 
BDS providers platform: http://congobizup.com/home.php 

FORMATION ET GESTION D'ENTREPRISE DANS SON MODULE / MARKETING
FORMATION EN GESTION D’ENTREPRISE DANS SON MODULE : TENUE DES REGISTRES
FORMATION EN GESTION D’ENTREPRISE DANS SON MODULE: PLANIFIER POUR VOTRE ENTREPRISE 

Links 
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https://www.elanrdc.com/s/Module-3_Tenue-des-registres.pdf
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5bc4882465019f632b2f8653/t/5c88e0a2ec212d8a8205463d/1552474311656/Module+4_Planifier+pour+votre+entreprise.pdf


Élan RDC provided financial support and technical assistance to a number of ecosystem champions through a number of
ways, helping them to support startup entrepreneurs, including: sponsoring hackathons and the Seedstars competition,
analysing the ecosystem and published a report, which helped to put the DRC ecosystem on the radar of pan-African
support structures, supporting the creation of the first “real” incubation platform in DRC (Ingenious City) with a grant,
technical assistance and linkage to other sponsors and support programmes, and supporting the creation of the first
business Angel network in DRC (the Congo Business Angels). 
 
 

While the Élan RDC programme was initially focused on the core sectors only, the Élan RDC team realised that startup
entrepreneurs, who have developed products in other African markets that achieve inclusivity in a variety of sectors, were
not being supported in the DRC.  

Entrepreneurial ecosystem support 

Key Issues 

The Role of Élan RDC 

7

More than 100 startups completed an incubation programme at Ingenious City, including a cohort from the UN
Women incubator “Pull up women”. 
10 of the main ecosystem incubator managers were trained by Seedstars (financed by Élan RDC) in how to
improve their service offering to startups. 
Multiple hackathons supported in Kinshasa and Lubumbashi. 
Ingenious City is now Seedstars ambassador in DRC and has organised 4 successful national startup
competitions, of which Schoolap (winner in 2018) went on to win the global edtech prize in Switzerland. 
Ingenious City is now an Orange Corner partner and has started their 3rd cohort. 
Congo Business Angels has seven members (of which 4 women) and has independently arranged for funding of
a training of 12 members by the African Angel Academy in 2021. 

Results 

Partners 

Ingenious City, Congo Business Angels 

The DRC entrepreneurial ecosystem
Histoire d’une réussite : Schoolap, en route pour éduquer le monde!

Links 
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https://www.elanrdc.com/s/25-The-DRC-startup-ecosystem-and-its-challenges_formatting-n2nd.pdf
https://www.elanrdc.com/blog/2020/12/14/histoire-dune-russite-schoolap-en-route-pour-duquer-le-monde
https://www.elanrdc.com/blog/2020/12/14/histoire-dune-russite-schoolap-en-route-pour-duquer-le-monde
https://www.elanrdc.com/blog/2020/12/14/histoire-dune-russite-schoolap-en-route-pour-duquer-le-monde


Élan RDC worked in Bukavu with La Différence (formerly known as EPD), a partner already active in DRC but needing
support in increasing their reach and restructuring/expanding their activities. Besides financial support Élan RDC also
provided technical assistance on investment strategy, as their existing loan portfolio was faltering.  
 
 
 

Congolese SMEs struggle to access local and international investment due to a variety of reasons. This results in stunted
economic growth and, as a result, a low number of jobs created in the formal economy. Many do not know how to
prepare for outside investment and investors, who are mostly not locally present, are not able to build viable investment
pipelines. Investment advisory firms can act as trustworthy intermediaries, assisting SMEs to prepare themselves
adequately and then introducing them to relevant sources of finance, be it local or international.  
 
Even with the right mediation, SME’s sometimes struggle to provide sufficient collateral for the high requirements of
financial institutions (generally mortgage, which should cover 120 to 200% of the loan amount). In the agricultural sector
and its value chain, MSMEs face an additional hurdle, which is that the sector is perceived as high risk. Because of their
own lack of experience with and understanding of the sector many local Financial Institutions don’t give loans in the
sector. 

Key Issues 

The Role of Élan RDC 

Separately, Élan RDC lobbied donors active in private sector development as well as DFI’s active in DRC to cooperate in
investment facilitation and to increase the sources of financing for what was identified as the “new missing middle”:
business looking for USD 100k – 1m with grace periods and long tenures (>3 years). Élan RDC also supported Financial
Institutions (FIs) with Credit Guarantee Funds as well as expertise on implementing Collateral Management Agreements
(another risk mitigation mechanism), to give sufficient incentives for FIs to at least test the Agricultural and River
Transport value chains. Supported FIs built experience with those sectors and were able to better assess the real risk vs
their perception, and test other types of guarantees aside mortgage (to target even MSMEs that do not have sufficient
mortgage). 

Following Élan RDC’s advice, La Difference chose to modify its legal structure: a financial cooperative that
provides financing to its clients and a consulting ASBL that provides consulting services to internal as well as
external clients. With Élan RDC’s grant they hired a Programme Director for the ASBL, as well as an Investment
Director for the financial cooperative, and opened a second office in Goma. This will allow them to serve more
clients and better manage their portfolio, while at the same reducing their dependence on the loan portfolio. 
Élan RDC was successful in lobbying USAID to increase the scope of its INVEST programme and was able to
influence the agenda of the recently formed donor/DFI coordination group by providing information and
context for the creation of additional sources of financing for SMEs in DRC. 
Élan RDC supported ACERD (the Renewable Energy private sector association) as well as individual Renewable
energy companies with advice and contacts for investment. 
Equity Bank and TMB, the largest banks serving the SME market in DRC now provide CMA and SMA loans.
Third party manager COMEXAS (as well as two other companies trained by Élan RDC) store and secure the
collateral. For both of these stakeholders, CMA is an entirely new product that they did not provide before.
This allows agribusinesses to access significant financing to buy more grain. In 2016, 401 tons of corn were
stored for 3 months and in 2017, 1790 tons were stored. Further to this, TMB tweaked the model without Élan
RDC’s support to provide an CMA loan of 15 million USD. 
Finally, thanks to a credit guarantee scheme, a volume of 245,300 USD of loans were disbursed to 29 MSMEs
(69% female) in Food Security sectors during the COVID-19 pandemic, through Equity Bank and FINCA. Prior to
the guarantee scheme, both institutions had significantly reduced lending to MSMEs.  

Results 

Investment Facilitation 8

Partners 

La Différence (ex EPD), TMB, Comexas, FINCA, ProCredit/Equity Bank 
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Business case for a new SME financing fund in DRC
Accéder au marché d'un milliard de dollars ! Les énergies renouvelables, une opportunité d’investissement pour la
RDC.
Upcoming KM piece on investment before the end of the programme 

Why it is even more difficult for Financial Institutions to lend to MSMEs during the COVID-19 crisis

Collateral Management Agreement Summary 
General CMA Management Procedures for Maize Storage in Silos  
Financement du Commerce en RDC 

Covid guarantee fund: 

CMA: 
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